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Product: Magic: The Gathering® Anthologies Box Set
 
Release Date: November 9, 1998
 
Price: $24.99 for the complete box set
 
Features: Celebrating the fifth-year anniversary of the Magic: The Gathering trading

card game, Wizards of the Coast Inc. brings avid TCG enthusiasts the ideal
gift for this holiday season: the Anthologies box set. This premier product
showcases unique Magic® decks and a collection of cards from every set
since the game's introduction in 1993. With more than 120 white-bordered
cards comprising the two individually themed preconstructed decks in the set,
Anthologies offers five special UngluedTM token-creature cards for players'
convenience. Also included is a full-color, 64-page perfect-bound book,
illustrated with popular Magic artwork. Complete with an editorial from
Magic creator Richard Garfield, the publication outlines the history and
strategy behind the world-famous Magic: The Gathering game.

 
Packaging: The Anthologies box set is presented in an artistically designed carrying case

that includes original artwork highlighting a thrilling battle scene with the
Serra Angel. Compact and sturdy, this box is small enough to fit nicely in a
backpack, yet large enough to securely hold up to five 60-card decks or 350
cards.

 
Backstory: Fans will be the first to experience Magic history with the new Anthologies

box set. The legendary journey through the world of Magic begins with cards
from the highly successful Alpha set and follows the history through each
successive release up until and including the Urza's SagaTM set. Players will
discover an entirely new realm of competition with the themed decks,
designed specifically to play against each other.

 
Company Info: Wizards of the Coast is a leading developer and publisher of entertainment

products, including the world's bestselling Magic: The Gathering trading card
game. Wizards of the Coast® subsidiaries include TSR Inc., creators of the
popular Dungeons & Dragons® adventure game, and Five Rings Publishing
Group Inc., best known for the Legend of the Five RingsTM trading card
game. Headquartered just outside Seattle, Wizards of the Coast has
international offices in Antwerp, Paris, Milan and London. For more
information on Wizards of the Coast, visit the company's website at
<www.wizards.com>.
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